


My name is Lincoln Ryan, and I am a graphic designer from Apple Valley, California. I may only be 22, but I have been using Illustrator and Photoshop

in some capacity since the age of  12. Watching my father create graphics for companies like Mattel and MSR Motocross inspire me to pick up

the mouse and create something of  my own. I’ve had the pleasure of  working in various industries with tons of  awesome people, and have been able

to create some beautiful things along the way. Hopefully this collection of  select designs will help me create something awesome with new friends.
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My passion for textile design began in 8th grade when I was asked to design a shirt for a band of  local high-schoolers. Since then, I’ve designed
a variety of  different textile designs, from shirts for international bicycle companies to shirts for record labels in Europe. Textile design gives me

a lot of  room to play around with unique designs and create a functional, walking billboard that best represents the brand or band I’m working with.

RAVEN SHIRTS - May 2014 - Raven Shirts, a line of  novelty and parody shirts, set out to introduce more culture and youth-oriented designs.
I chose to design two different designs based on rapidly-increasing cultural aspects of  tattoos and photgraphy. With “Inked Life”, I chose a retro-

styled typography that would not be too radical for the average tattoo-possesser. With “Decompsing Film” I tried to appeal to the male crowd
with a darker theme and emphasis on the current state of  film photography.
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Client - Forever Came Calling/Pure Noise Records Client - To Humans/California Street Music

In August 2014, Forever Came Calling approached me on behalf

of  their label Pure Noise to create a shirt design, channeling

old punk style in the vein of  Minor Threat and Glassjaw. I came up

with this half-tone design based on their current branding.

To Humans came to me in September of  2014 looking for a new

logo to use on the re-release of  their debut album, as well

as something that would look good on a shirt. This strong,

typography based emblem is the result. 



FAMILY THIEF - April 2015 - In preparation for his west-coast headlining tour, Malcolm Williams, better known under the monkier Family Thief,

approached me about designing two new shirts for him to take with him as he traveled up and down the coast. I ended up designing one shirt based on lyrics

from his song Roses off  his new EP “King of  the Floor”, as well as a shirt based off  lyrics to his song ”35/92” off  the EP “From Here to Datura.”

Have a listen to both tracks to feel the inspiration I had to make these designs.
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FOREVER CAME CALLING - May 2015 - The guys in Forever Came Calling

are all about hometown heritage. Hailing from Twentynine Palms, CA, which

is mainly known for one of  the largest Marines bases in the county, FCC

had to fight to make a name for themselves coming from a desert town

two hours away from Los Angeles. As a throwback to their high-school days,

they decided to make a baseball t-shirt based upon the 29 Palms Wildcats

and their team colors. I was able to redraw the Wildcat mascot, and create

a traditional script-style baseball design for them to print on a white and

green 3/4 sleeved baseball tee. Never forget where you came from.



When I was younger, I used to love creating mock advertisements for my dad’s bicycle company and for new, fictional albums by
my favorite bands after flipping through magazines like Racer X and Alternative Press. That love of  layout grew into designing print advertisements 

for local businesses, newsprint layout, and album artwork as I grew older. I still love it today as much as I did then.

NORCO HEATING AND AIR - August 2014 - Norco Heating and Air Conditioning decided in August to start preparing a large direct
mailing campaign to hit Eastern Washington and Northern Idaho to be mailed out in October, just in time for their customers to get prepared
for winter. They came to me looking for an image that would instill confidence in their consumers while using their typical gold, navy, and red

color scheme. This mailer, featuring a family sleeping safe and sound, was chosen to represent their winter campaign.
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Client - Sal Chavez Cakes/The Brass Cupcake Client - Kendal Arnold

Sal Chavez Cakes and The Brass Cupcake were strong supporters

of  our local veterans. This flyer was created using their various

branding elements. This flyer also went on to be used as a print 

advertisement in HDLiving Magazine.

A graduation announcement is a very personal thing, and

Kendal chose me to design her’s. She wanted to imitate the

design style of  the PINK clothing line, which was achieved with

an alternating pink-striped backround and white accents.
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Sal Chavez Cakes and The Brass Cupcake were strong supporters

of  our local veterans. This flyer was created using their various

branding elements. This flyer also went on to be used as a print 

advertisement in HDLiving Magazine.

Client - HD Music Productions

In April 2014, I was approached by Darren Coles of

Irish record label Keep Smiling Records. He wanted to

inform me about a pop-punk festival he would be sponsoring

in Glasgow that June, and wanted to see if  I would be willing

to create a poster for the event, as I had created all

Keep Smiling’s artwork thus far. When Harris of  HD Music

contacted me, he expressed that he would like the poster to

almost look like it was hand-written or drawn on a chalkboard.

The resulting poster features a rough, dusty black background with

overlaying distorted text, most of  which looks like it was drawn

straight onto the background with chalk.



Just like how this portfolio is supposed to represent myself, branding and logos are the most vital image a company needs
to represent themselves. I put a lot of  work in each of  my branding images to ensure that the logo I create speaks 

perfectly for the company, brand, or band through market research and getting to know the people behind the brand.
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Being 21, the internet has been a part of  my life as long as I can remember. It’s vital to have an online identity,
and even better to have a clean, professional looking website. I combine my graphic design knowledge with

Wordpress and Magento e-commerce to build suitable and functioning online identities for my clients.
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Client - Speedline BMX Components

As 2013 was approaching, Speedline Parts was getting
ready to bulk up on their team and selection of

products. To promote their new team and new parts,
they decided it might be a good time to make a site.

The Speedline site was mainly informative, giving specs
on their parts and information about their team, as well as

relevant news. All products were set up as links that
clicked through to purchase them through a certified

dealer. This site is now inactive.

Client - Mahogany Records

In 2012, Mahogany Records hired me to take care of
all their promotion and artwork. The first thing I did after
making them a new logo was build a website to promote
the bands on their roster, as well as impliment a Magento

e-commerce site to sell their releases direct to the consumer.
The Mahogany site was probably the most basic and clean-cut

website I have ever built, and it got the job done perfectly.
This company and site are inactive.
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Unseen are countless plumbing, construction, and firewood business cards.
When you’ve been managing a print shop for the past year, you end up designing

way too many business cards, flyers, invoices, and decals for businesses in your

area. I’ve been happy to use my skills at Patterson Print Shop in Hesperia, CA

to help local clients like Thompson Family Plumbing and national companies

like iHeartMedia improve their brand recognition through quality designs and prints.




